
CURRICULUM AND STATEMENT OF PURPOSES

I - Personal information

Name:

Surname:

Date of birth:

Nationality:

E-mail:

Languages:
level certificate

(native/fluent/proficient/...) (TOEFL/DELF/...)

Computer skills: (languages, computing/simulation/statistical software and level of proficiency - max 400 characters)

Other relevant information: (e.g., awards, participation in workshops and schools, etc. - max 400 characters)

I also want to compete on one or more of the following specific projects:
Analysis of multivariate time series of essential climate variables (in collaboration with ENEA) : yes

Quantitative Risk Assessment in Microbiological Food Safety (in collaboration with ISS) : yes

Higher Codimension Singularities: Minimal Surfaces and Thin Obstacle Problem (funded by an ERC grant) : yes



II - Education

Undergraduate studies:

type of degree

institution

expected duration

actual span

final and/or average grade

Graduate studies:

type of degree

institution

expected duration

actual span

final and/or average grade

type of degree

institution

expected duration

actual span

final and/or average grade

Dissertation: (max 700 characters)

title

advisor

abstract



Classes attended in the last two years:

title instructor # hours grade

Publications: (add electronic link, if any)

I certify that the above information is correct,
(date)



III - Statement of purposes

Explain your motivation for applying to a doctorate in mathematics
at the Castelnuovo department of Sapienza, University of Rome: (max 1500 characters)

Do you have a research project: (optional, max 1000 characters)
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